January 20, 2011

Mapping Military DNA - Part 1

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase, president of Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

A new study is calling on the Pentagon to begin using the medical records and DNA of their military personnel for genetic research.

The researchers say the Pentagon is well-positioned to “facilitate valuable longitudinal studies correlating genotype and phenotype.” Genotype is your internal genetic structure. Phenotype is your external appearance.

In short, the research would sort military personnel into preferred body types. Then researchers would delve into their DNA to determine what genes lead to preferred body structures.

The study reveals that the Pentagon plans to eventually have complete genomic sequences of military personnel on record.

Researchers advise the Pentagon to resolve the ethical and social issues that will arise from this research. Indeed.

Listen again at healthfreedomminute.net.
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